Lake Simcoe Region

conservation authority

www, LSRCAon .ca

Sent by E-mail: ccannon@innisfll.ca
November 19, 2019
File No: D14-2017-020 & D12-2017-002
IMS File No: SD/ZO-310354 (Formerly PZ0A849 & PSDC672)

Chris Cannon
Planner
Town of Innisfil
2101 Innisfil Beach Road
Innisfil, ON L9S 1A1

Dear Mr. Cannon:
Re:

Application for Zoning By-law Amendment & Plan of Subdivision
0 Shore Acres Drive
Town of Innisfil, County of Simcoe

Further to our letter dated April 9, 2018, we have reviewed the latest submission of the revised applications. It is
noted that the revised concept proposes 35 residential lots (previous concept proposed 25). As previously provided,
current environmental mapping provides that part of the subject lands are within an area governed by Ontario
Regulation 179/06 under the Conservation Authorities Act, this is representative of the identified areas of flooding
and erosion associated with White Birch Creek which traverses the NW corner of the property. Additionally there is
an area of identified significant woodland and wetland in the SE corner of the property. We also confirm that these
lands are within an identified Significant Groundwater Recharge Area per the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan.
The proposed development meets the definition of major development per the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan as well
as the Lake Simcoe Phosphorus Offsetting Policy. Please note that these applications are subject to the Lake Simcoe
Phosphorus Offsetting Policy (LSPOP).
We have reviewed the submitted material from a planning perspective and note the following:
P1.

There are duplicated paragraphs throughout the Planning Justification Report (Weston, September 2019), it is
recommended that this be corrected for completeness. Section 3 (Page 11) shows a discrepancy with respect
to the reported frontage lengths. This should be corrected.

P2.

LSRCA will not be in a position to support the proposed development limits until such time as the proposed
floodplain reconfiguration is approved by the LSRCA.

Attached please find Hydrogeology and Natural Heritage comments provided by Caroline Hawson, P.Geo
(c.hawson@lsrca.on.ca) and Kate Lillie, Natural Heritage Ecologist (k.lillie@lsrca.on.ca). A completed copy of the
attached matrices will be required to form part of the next technical submission. Note: Engineering comments were
previously provided to the Applicant September 30, 2019, these have been attached for reference.
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Should you have any questions concerning these comments, please contact the undersigned or the appropriate
review team member noted above.

Sincerely,

Melinda Bessey, MSc, MCIP, RPP
Acting Director Planning
—

The boundaries of the natural heritage features
have not been confirmed by the LSRCA. A staking
exercise is required to confirm the boundaries of
the dripline and any other natural heritage
features.
The LSRCA agrees with the proposed setbacks of
30 m from the high water mark of the watercourse
and 10 m from the dripline of the woodland.
Please note these areas in addition to the natural
heritage features should be protected through
zoning as Environmental Protection. All lot lines
should be removed from the setbacks and natural
heritage features. In addition, please confirm that
all natural heritage features and associated
vegetation protection zones will be put into public
ownership.
Please ensure that all stormwater management
features are located outside of the natural
heritage features and their associated setbacks,
this includes all grading.
Please provide restoration plans for the vegetation
protection zones and all landscape plans for the
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Restoration and planting plans will be required for the vegetation
protection zones, the SWM facility and the proposed floodplain cut
area.

ADDRESSED
This is to be reflected in the SWM facility drawings.

PARTIALLY ADDRESSED
Figure 3 in the ElS shows the proposed road encroaching into the
lOm vegetation protection zone (VPZ) to the FOD8-1 woodland.
Please confirm that the road will not encroach into this area, and
adjust the figures in the EIS accordingly.

ADDRESSED

Pg#
#1Report/ Section
LSRCA COMMENT (Feb 26, 2018)
LSRCA COMMENT (Nov 19, 2019)
Drawing
Documents Reviewed:
Feb. 26, 2018 NH Review (completed by S. Fernandes- Chagani)
Scoped Environmental Impact Study (Azimuth Environmental Consulting, May 2017)
Nov. 4, 2019 NH Review (completed by K. Lillie)
Scoped Environmental Impact Study Update, Part of Lot 21, Conc. 15, Innisfil, prepared by Azimuth Environmental Consulting, dated September 2019
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LSRCA 2nd SUBMISSION NATURAL HERITAGE REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr— Innisfil (AP1D310354)

3.2

General
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E3
-
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A travel time analysis for all storm
events
between
upstream
and
downstream of the site, confirming
that travel times will not decrease
significantly or:
A velocity analysis for the same area
and
storms,
demonstrating that
average velocities will not increase
significa ntly.

The proposed cut is proposed in the open
space block. The environmental impacts of this
will need to be properly evaluated in the EIS to
the satisfaction of LSRCA staff.

-

-

The proposed cut is not fully incremental as a
number of the increments do not show a cut
volume similar or greater than the associated
fill. In order to confirm that this will not have
an effect on the control of flooding, the
following is needed:

#
Drawing
Pg#
Section
LSRCA Comment ( September30, 2019)
Applicant Response (DATE)
ENGINEERING REVIEW
Documents Reviewed: Floodplain Modification Report Prepared for Southbrook Homes (A.M. Candaras, September 16, 2019)
i.o
i
The location description in the second
sentence is incorrect. The words “east” and
“west” need to be reversed.

Sertember 30, 2019

LSRCA ENGINEERING REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr., APID 310354
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stormwater management features.

LSRCA COMMENT (Feb. 26, 2018)
LSRCA COMMENT (Nov. 19, 2019)
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The following will be required as conditions of approval:
Sediment and Erosion Control Plan
Restoration and Planting Plans (VPZ area, SWM facility,
floodplain cut area)

All recommendations identified in Section 8.0 of the EIS must be
im plemented.

Recommendation #3 in the ElS suggests that dewatering may be
required. Please note that if dewatering is required, a dewatering
plan must be provided to LSRCA for review.

Double sediment fence with straw bales between is required at the
development limit adjacent to retained natural heritage features
and associated VPZ.

Japanese knotweed, an aggressive invasive plant species that can
regenerate from root and stem fragments, has been identified
within the CUM1-1 community, which is also where the proposed
floodplain cut area is. Any soil with potential to contain any part of
this plant that is excavated from this area must be disposed of
accordingly to prevent the spread of this species.

The EIS also identifies that a native upland seed mix be applied to
the floodplain cut area; however, consideration should be given to
incorporating more mesic species into the seed mix since this area
will be brought into the floodplain and will likely be wetter postconstruction.

As noted in the EIS (p.16), at the limit of VPZ and lot 35, a fence will
be required to prevent any future encroachment into the natural
area. Please show the fence on the planting plan for this area.

Innisfil (AP1D310354)

November 19, 2019

1291 Shore Acres Dr

LSRCA 2nd SUBMISSION NATURAL HERITAGE REVIEW

LSRCA COMMENT (19 November, 2019)

H2

Hi

3.5.1.1 and
Appendix F

Please supply a feature based water balance (water
balance on a sub-catchment scale) and indicate
how the wetlands to the east and to the north will
be maintained,

The Table with the summary of groundwater
elevations indicates that ground water levels were
only captured once (March 30, 2015), more
detailed monitoring is required to establish the
seasonal high (spring) water levels. This will aid in
design of any necessary LID facilities.

Revised density is 35 lots with individual septic and tile fields for each lot.

Current application is Subdivision/Condo, functional.

1

Partially addressed:
Appendix F—Water Balance Tables labelled Appendix G
Please provide a figure illustrating the location of the west
and east catchment areas. The west catchment in the FSR
(Figure 3) indicates the entire catchment is “Open Space”.
Ensure the catchment areas used in the FSR and the

Please ensure all reports are signed and sealed by either a
P.Geo or P.Eng as appropriate.
From Appendix G
From the bole hole logs it appears that infiltration is
functionally feasible in the region of the following bore
holes: BH-7, BH-8, BH-9, BH-13, BH-14, BH4-19, BH6-19,
BH7-19, BH8-19, BH9-19.

25 lot residential subdivision, municipal water, individual septic systems and tile fields for each lot. Property is within an SGRA and as such LSPP 4.8 and 6.40
apply.

Background:

Documents Previously Reviewed:
Hydrogeological Study, Gilford Subdivision, Shore Acres Drive, Innisfil, Ontario; Terraprobe, April 2017
Geotechnical Investigation Proposed residential (Gilford) Subdivision Shore Acres Drive, Innisfil, Ontario; Terraprobe, April 2015

#

Section
eport/
Pg#
LSRCA COMMENT (January 2018)
Drawing
Documents Reviewed:
Hydrogeological Study, 0 Shore Acre Drive, Innisfil, Ontario; Terraprobe; July 12, 2019
Stormwater Management and Functional Servicing Report; a.m.canadaras; Revised September 14, 2019
Reasonable Use Policy Assessment; Azimuth; June 2019

November 19, 2019

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr— Innisfil (AP1D310354)
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H4

kAeport/
Drawing

RUP

Azimuth

Section
Pg#

It is noted that the nitrates load increases to the
west and is above ODWS in MW13 in the northeast
corner of the property, to establish whether or not
this is due to agricultural practices testing should
be ongoing for a period after agricultural practices
have ceased. Since the development will be
utilizing private onsite sewer systems it is
important to know the background levels of nitrate
loading.

Please provide maps showing the direction of
surface water flow and groundwater flow. There is
a topographic drainage divide on the property.
Please ensure that the water balance is calculated
reflecting the appropriate sub-catchment areas.

LSRCA COMMENT (January 2018)

November 19, 2019

—

LSRCA COMMENT (19 November, 2019)

(on—site dilution+effluent

sewage nitrate

3

Projected Nitrate Level (post development)

=

Using the post development infiltration volume provided in
Terraprobe (July 12, 2019) of 15,545 m3 for the post
development scenario and the following equation:

It appears from the calculations provided that the
impervious area has not been accounted for within each lot.

Nitrate levels range up to 16 mg/L (15 April 2019) have been
recorded. It has been assumed that these nitrate levels are
anthropogenic and due to agricultural practices.
Demonstrate through continued testing this is the case.
Water quality testing is to continue after agricultural
practices have ceased such that a downward trend can be
established over at least an annual cycle, longer if
necessary. Water quality for privately serviced lots is
required to meet ODWQS at property boundary. Should the
predevelopment nitrate loads not be seen to diminish over
time after cessation of agricultural practices it is
recommended that the density of the development be
revisited.

Addressed

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr Innisfil (AP1D310354)

H3

# .!éport/
Drawing

Section
Pg#

In-situ percolation testing is required to establish
the local infiltration factors for the property. This
will aid in the design of any required infiltration
facilities.

LSRCA COMMENT (January 2018)

November 19, 2019
LSRCA COMMENT (19 November, 2019)

2

Update the water balance tables as necessary.
Addressed:
Infiltration rates are between 50 and 150 mm/hr. Infiltration
is functionally feasible for this development.

Demonstrate how infiltration occurs in the SWM block;
provide pervious area in the SWM block, it is unclear how an
infiltration volume of 1,186 m3 is calculated for this area.

Split the pre-development water balance assessment into
east and west catchments, provide a drawing showing the
property boundary. Ensure that the area of each catchment
is consistent with the area in the post-development
scenario.

From the data provided the infiltration deficit for the entire
site will be 4310 m3. This volume does not match the
infiltration deficits provided for the west and east
catchment areas of 414 m3 and 2536 m3 respectively. Please
check and correct.

The land is described as flat use the MECP infiltration factor
for flat land rather than for rolling to hilly and update the
water balance as appropriate. The 3 water balance tables in
Appendix G require updating.

Provide detailed climate information including the climate
station the data is sourced from.

hydrogeological report correspond to each other.

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr— Innisfil (AP1D310354)

H6

Drawing

Section
Pg#

With the use of private septic systems there will be
nitrate leaching, please recognize that the wetland

LSRCA COMMENT (January 2018)

November 19, 2019

18.04 mg/L/day

35,000 L/day

42589 + 350001/day

40

LSRCA COMMENT (19 November, 2019)

35,000 L/day

4

NOTE: The area of the lots was calculated to be 68320 m2
based on the minimum sized lot of 1952 m2 and also an
impervious area of 51%. These numbers will be revised as
more detail is provided.
Not addressed

Any Tertiary systems to be utilized are to be approved for
use by the OBC.

NOTE: The above calculations are based on the net
developable area of the subdivision; it includes permeable
areas outside of the proposed 35 lots. It is likely that the
nitrate loading is will be higher than proposed in the
calculations above. Greater detail with regard to the
pervious and impervious areas on each lot is required.

9.02 mg/L/day
Which is below the ODWQS of 10 mg/L/day.

42589 + 350001/day

20

Utilizing a Tertiary Septic system which decreases the
nitrate loading by 50% the resulting nitrate loading is:

This exceeds the ODWOS of 10 mg/L/day.

=

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr— Innisfil (AP1D310354)

H10

Drawing

#Rëport/

Section

Pg#

•

Water balance should be on a sub-

Please provide climate data from a reputable
source such as Environment Canada within close
proximity to the proposed development or from
the LSRCA website.

Water Table Elevation section states: “the base of
all drainage ditches and “dry” storm water
management ponds should be maintained at least
500 mm above the water table”. Please note that a
1 m separation is required between the seasonal
(spring) high groundwater level and the invert of
any storm water management or LID facility.

Mitigation features: grading, directing roof leaders
to overland flow, bio-retention swales, permeable
payers, please explain how these will be utilized
and how the wetlands to the north and east will be
maintained.

In section 1.1 the property is described as being
serviced by municipal water. In section 3.1 the
property is described as being served by individual
water supply wells. Please establish which of these
is correct.

may not be used as a nitrate attenuation facility.

LSRCA COMMENT (January 2018)

November 19, 2019

—

LSRCA COMMENT (19 November, 2019)

5

Also: ensure that the roadways and other public impervious
areas are accounted for separately from impervious areas

A I m separation is required between the invert of any LID
facility and the seasonal high groundwater level. If this
separation is not able to be met an impermeable liner is to
be utilized and the LID facilities are to be filtration facilities
rather than infiltration facilities.
p artially addressed:
Water Balance tables are insufficiently detailed, See
comment 2 above.

Not addressed:
The Town of Innisfil requires a 0.50 m separation between
the invert of the lowest floor slab and the seasonal high
groundwater table. Demonstrate that this can be achieved;
include geological cross-sections including current and
proposed grading, building profile, and seasonal high
groundwater level.

Addressed:
A rooftop disconnect is proposed and should provide
adequate mitigation.
Rear yard LID facilities must be discontinuous between
properties or are to be on public land outside of each lot.

Addressed

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr Innisfil (AP1D310354)

Drawing

Section

Pg#

catchment basis, there is a drainage divide
on the property plus lands that will remain
undeveloped.
.
Show calculations for ET,
.
Infiltration factors did not take into
account vegetation
.
Please ensure that all pervious (lawns,
landscaped areas, e.g.) and impervious
(roofs, driveways roads and pathways, e.g.)
areas are accounted for in the water
balance
.
An infiltration factor of 0.5 has been
applied. This suggests that 50% of the
precipitation is infiltrated and 50% will be
runoff. Please explain why the 2 values are
different in the pre-development scenario.
• The landscaped including interlocked area
covered is not accounted for in the water
balance.
• Annual water balance after building
additions: typically 10% evaporation is
factored into the water balance from
impervious areas. This will reduce the
amount of runoff and also reduce the
quantity of precipitation available for
infiltration. Please include the evaporation
factor in the water balance
Taking the above comments into consideration
please update the water balance.

LSRCA COMMENT (January 2018)

—

LSRCA COMMENT (19 November, 2019)

6

The volumes of infiltration deficit in the post-development
scenario provided in the FSR and the hydrogeological report
do not match, please correct and update the water balance
in the hydrogeological report and section 3.5 in the FSR.

on each individual lot and ensure that pervious areas are
accounted for separately from the pervious areas of each
individual lot. This will allow for more accurate nitrate loads
to be calculated.

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr Innisfil (APID31O3S4)
November 19, 2019

H19

H18

H17

Terraprobe

New Comments
H16
3

H15

H14

H13

H12

Hil

Drawing

Section

Pg#
COMMENT
(January
2018)

Please provide calculations demonstrating the
volume of the infiltration facility will meet the
annual water balance deficit.

Show all calculations demonstrating infiltration
facility footprint is adequate to allow infiltration
within 24-48 hours.

Please ensure that post-development infiltration to
wetlands matches the pre-development infiltration
to wetlands.
Please provide drawings and sections of all LID
facilities
with
dimensions,
materials
and
groundwater levels indicated on the drawings

Please ensure that post-development runoff to
wetlands matches the pre-development runoff to
the wetlands.

LSRCA

November 19, 2019

—

LSRCA
COMMENT
(19
November,

2019)

7

Demonstrate through cross-sections that there is a
minimum of 1 m separation between the invert of the
proposed LID trenches and the seasonal high groundwater
level as required by MECP for infiltration credit to be
provided.
Appendix G-Water balance: the area of the post
development does not match the area in the pre

LID facilities may not be continuous between freehold
properties. If continuous as appears from Figure 3 please
ensure they are situated outside the property boundaries in
the ROW or other municipal property.
Figure 4 in the FSR Please clarify the location of outlet #1.

Not addressed:
Provide drawings and cross-sections of all LID proposed,
include all materials used and dimensions, include the
seasonal high groundwater level.
Not addressed
Provide calculations demonstrating that the footprint of any
LIDs is adequate to allow complete drawdown within a 2448 hour time period.
Not addressed
Provide calculations demonstrating that the volume of the
proposed LID facilities is adequate to mitigate the
infiltration deficit.

Not addressed

Not addressed

LSRCA SECOND SUBMISSION HYDROGEOLOGICAL REVIEW
1291 Shore Acres Dr Innisfil (AP1D310354)
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